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Performance and stability of near-unity aspect ratio plasmas
in the Pegasus Toroidal Experiment a…
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~Received 15 November 2002; accepted 16 January 2003!

The Pegasus Toroidal Experiment@R. Foncket al., Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.41, 1400 ~1996!# is a
spherical torus designed to study the limits of plasma behavior as the aspect ratioA approaches
unity. Access to near-unityA is achieved through the use of a novel high-stress reinforced solenoid
magnet. High toroidal betab t is obtained in ohmically-heated plasmas by operation at low field with
densities up to the Greenwald limit. Values ofb t up to 20% and normalized beta up to 5 have been
obtained. The ratio of plasma current to toroidal field rod current, known as the toroidal field
utilization, reaches values as large as 1 but appears to approach a ‘‘soft’’ boundary at that level
related to both ohmic flux limitations and the onset of resistive magnetohydrodynamic~MHD!
activity. Them/n52/1 and 3/2 modes are most frequently observed, in agreement with the inferred
safety factor profiles. Experiments are beginning to access the external kink stability boundary at
edge safety factorq9555, which is significantly higher than that observed in conventional tokamaks.
Calculations using the DCON code@A. H. Glasser and M. S. Chance, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.42, 1848
~1997!# confirm instability to the ideal kink. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1559972#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The spherical torus, or ST, is a toroidal confinement c
cept where the aspect ratioA is less than 2. The ST is a
evolutionary extension of the tokamak concept, and has
tures that make it attractive compared to the tokamak.1 These
features include compactness, high ‘‘natural’’ elongatio
high bootstrap fraction with good alignment, high stable
roidal beta (b t5^nT&/Bt0,vac

2 ), and high toroidal field utili-
zation, which here is defined as the ratio of the plasma
rent (I p) to the toroidal field rod current (I t f). Balancing the
advantages of the ST are distinct disadvantages, which s
primarily from the small size of the center column. All of th
centerstack components of a tokamak—toroidal field co
ohmic solenoid, diagnostics, plasma-facing compone
cooling—must be engineered and built into a small radius
the ST. This makes current drive by ohmic induction incre
ingly untenable for the ST, and would force a ‘‘burning’’ S
to use normally conducting toroidal field coils.

The balance between these advantages and disad
tages becomes particularly pointed as the aspect ratio is
duced to near unity. The Troyon limit on normalized be2

(bN5b t /I N , whereI N5I p /aB) increases dramatically asA
approaches 1, andI p /I t f can become significantly greate
than 1 without destabilizing the external kink. The extern
kink boundary itself may change asA approaches 1, with
unstable values of edge safety factorqc increasing above the
conventional limits of 2–3.3,4

The Pegasus Toroidal Experiment5 ~Pegasus! is an ex-
tremely low aspect ratio ST developed to explore qua

a!Paper BI1 2, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.47, 19 ~2002!.
b!Invited speaker. Electronic mail: garstka@engr.wise.edu
1701070-664X/2003/10(5)/1705/7/$20.00
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spherical high-pressure plasmas with the goal of minimiz
the central column while maintaining good confinement a
stability. Pegasus is designed to expand the operational s
of the ST to the region whereA,1.3 andI p /I t f.2. This
includes the study of magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! stability
limits at very-low aspect ratio. It is also designed to explo
the overlap with the spheromak at high toroidal field utiliz
tion. Figure 1 shows a contour of toroidal field utilizatio
versus aspect ratio for fixedqc56 and fixed elongationk
calculated using an analytic expression.1 The toroidal field
utilization is essentially a measure of the toroidal field
quired for kink stability and is thus a metric of performan
of the ST. Figure 1 also gives a rough illustration of t
region of this space for several ST devices. Pegasus ca
seen to cover the space between the low aspect ratio mai
ST experiments such as the Small Tight Aspect Ratio To
mak ~START!,6 the National Spherical Torus Experime
~NSTX!,7 and the Mega-Amp Spherical Tokamak~MAST!8

and the rod-stabilized spheromak experiments such
TS-39,10 and TS-4.

In this paper, initial results from the operation of th
Pegasus Toroidal Experiment will be reported. Section II
tails the device and its operation. Section III describes g
eral plasma results. Section IV discusses the observation
effects of MHD instabilities, including tearing modes an
ideal kink modes. The final section summarizes the res
and presents future directions for the project.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The Pegasus Toroidal Experiment is an ultra-low asp
ratio ST. Figure 2 shows a cross-sectional drawing of
device. It features a major radius of 0.2–0.45 m and cen
5 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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stack radius of 0.055 m, which gives an aspect ratioA
51.13– 1.3. The toroidal field rod current can be as large
0.15 MA, which corresponds to a vacuum field of 0.07 Te
at R50.4 m. Values of plasma current up to 0.16 MA ha
been obtained. Typical discharge lengths range from 0.0
0.03 s. All of the plasmas discussed in this paper are limi
and are produced by ohmic heating only.

The key to the operation of Pegasus as an ohmic S
the high-stress solenoid,11 which was produced by the Na
tional High Magnetic Field Laboratory. The solenoid is c
pable of operation up to 20 T for 1000 pulses, at which le
is produces 0.17 Wb flux swing for bipolar drive at 100 k
It is routinely operated at 10 T. The magnet consists o
double wrap of GlidCop Al 60, a high strength copper allo
with 192 turns total. Outside each wrap is a reinforcing la
of carbon-fiber wrap, kapton insulation, and s-glass. T
magnet is housed in a thin steel vacuum shell. The toro
field center rods pass through the center of the solenoid m

FIG. 1. Plot of toroidal field utilization vs aspect ratio for constantqc56
and for selected ST devices.

FIG. 2. Cross-sectional drawing of the Pegasus Toroidal Experimen
Downloaded 05 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to AIP
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net, along with channels for water cooling. The entire asse
bly fits in a 0.1 m diameter. The solenoid magnet is run a
resonant circuit. Plasma forms when the loop voltage,
lowing a half sine waveform, rises to approximately 3 V.

The primary diagnostics used on Pegasus are magne
These include two internal plasma Rogowski coils and t
internal diagmagnetic loops, 26 internal flux loops, includi
6 behind the centerstack armor, 6 external flux loops to c
strain wall currents, and 56 Mirnov coils which also functio
as B coils. The Mirnov coils are grouped into four arrays
two poloidal arrays~including centerstack coils! and two to-
roidal arrays, one on the centerstack and one on the low-fi
side. Other diagnostics include filterscopes, a 19-channel
x-ray array, a 270 GHz microwave interferometer12 provided
by the University of California-Los Angeles, a vacuum ultr
violet survey spectrometer,13 a fast imaging camera, and
2D soft x-ray camera.14

Equilibrium reconstruction is the primary analysis to
for Pegasus plasmas. A new equilibrium code has been
veloped specifically for use on this device. This code is w
ten to allow the incorporation of data from a wide range
diagnostics, but in particular measurements from the 2D
x-ray camera. The code performs a full solution of the Gra
Shafranov equation at each iteration using a Gauss-Se
multigrid relaxation technique on a 2D grid. Between iter
tions, the normalized errorx2 is minimized via the
Levenberg-Marquardt technique; this then determines
starting point of the next iteration. Reconstructions usua
employ polynomial parameterization for the pressure a
FF8 profiles; typically two terms are used for the pressu
profile and three terms for the FF8 profile. Uncertainties in
the reconstructions are determined by a Monte Carlo anal
of the measurement errors. For discharges constrained
magnetics only, typical relative errors in major paramet
are: I p52%, q9556%, l i59%, R054%, andb t515%.
Results from a sample equilibrium reconstruction for P
gasus are shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. Sample results from an MHD equilibrium reconstruction:~a! poloi-
dal flux contours,~b! pressure vs normalized flux,~c! flux-surface-averaged
current density vs normalized flux, and~d! safety factor vs normalized flux
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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III. PLASMA PERFORMANCE AT ULTRALOW ASPECT
RATIO

The Pegasus Toroidal Experiment has produced plas
that demonstrate characteristics of ultralow-A operati
Normalized currents up to 6.5 have been observed, and
ues ofI p /I t f up to 1.1 have been routinely achieved. Valu
of b t up to 20% andbN up to 5 have been obtained ohm
cally with no evidence of beta limiting instabilities. A scatt
plot of b t versusI N is given in Fig. 4. The Pegasus da
shown in this plot significantly overlap data from the STAR
experiment.15 These large values ofb t are produced by op
eration at high densities~up to the Greenwald limit! and low
applied toroidal field on axis, down to 0.04 Tesla. Typic
values ofbp ande51/A are 0.3 and 0.85, implying a para
magnetic regime. The paramagnetism in Pegasus is hi
pronounced, with values ofRBt up to 50% larger than the
vacuum value at the magnetic axis. Transient values ofk up
to 3.7 have been observed. The internal inductance is
compared to standard tokamak plasmas. A scatter plotl i

versusq95 for a number of Pegasus discharges is shown
Fig. 5. The low internal inductance is due to the high plas
current ramp rates~up to 30 MA/s! and relatively short pulse
length of these plasmas. The internal inductance typic
relaxes on the current relaxation time, which is on the or
of 0.03 s. In these limited plasmasqlim is larger thanq95, but
q95 is used in this paper for comparison both with other
devices and with diverted discharges that will be produ
on Pegasus in the near future.

FIG. 4. Toroidal beta vs normalized current for selected Pegasus discha
Contours of normalized beta54 and 6 are indicated.

FIG. 5. Internal inductance vsq95 for selected Pegasus discharges.
Downloaded 05 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The highly toroidal nature of this system can be seen
the structure of tearing modes. The large toroidal field g
dient in an ST implies that the majority of the length of fie
lines on the outer flux surfaces is on the high-field side of
device. This characteristic can be directly observed by rec
structing the phase of magnetic islands observed by the
loidal Mirnov coils. Figure 6 gives the measured poloid
phase of anm/n52/1 tearing mode versus the physical p
loidal location of the coils. In this figure, 3p out of 4p of the
total poloidal phase shift is observed on the center colu
Mirnov coils, which occupy only 2p/3 of the 2p poloidal
extent of the coils. The measured amplitude of the tear
mode is another consequence of the high toroidicity of
system. The low-field-side coils observe a field perturbat
of 4–6 Gauss atr'2a, which is comparable to or large
than the signal observed by the core coils, which are loca
at r'1.1a.

Another anticipated characteristic of very-lowA plasmas
is that the magnetic shear is expected to be very low in
center, in contrast with the high edge shear. Initial measu
ments of the q-profile on Pegasus made by the 2D soft x
camera confirm this expectation. This camera measures
soft x-ray intensity across the plasma. Intensity contours
determined from which flux surfaces can be calculated. T
flux surfaces are then used as an input to the equilibr
code, where they strongly constrain the safety factor pro
A q-profile determined by this technique is shown in Fig.
where the central shear can be seen to be near zero. In
case, the equilibrium profiles are modeled with a spline r
resentation. The large error bars on this measurement are
to the long sampling time~2 ms! required by the soft x-ray
camera; these data ‘‘compete’’ with the instantaneous m
netics data and force larger error bars. These errors wil
reduced when an upgraded version of the diagnostic is
ployed in 2003.

As mentioned previously, values of the toroidal field u
lization up to roughly 1 have been routinely achieved. Ho
ever, a ‘‘soft limit’’ is found atI p /I t f'1. This is illustrated in
Fig. 8, which shows a plot of plasma current versus toroi
field rod current. This bound does not represent disrup
terminations or rapid drops in the plasma current. Rather,
plasma current is found to saturate or gently roll over at

es.
FIG. 6. Measured poloidal phase ofm/n52/1 mode vs poloidal angle of
measuring coils. The measurements made by the centerstack coils and
outboard coils are indicated.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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below the level ofI t f . Two factors appear to contribute t
this limit. The primary factor, to be discussed in the ne
section, is the presence of large-scale internal resistive M
instabilities that degrade the plasma confinement. The sec
factor is related to plasma breakdown mechanics. As the
roidal field is reduced, the plasma breaks down later in tim
This translates into a loss of volt-seconds available to
plasma. This effect is relatively minor, however, and can
alone explain the drop inI p with I t f .

IV. MHD INSTABILITIES

A. Internal resistive modes

In almost all Pegasus discharges, significant rotating
tortions in the poloidal field are observed by the Mirn
coils. These distortions, which rotate in the electron diam
netic drift direction with a frequency between 2 and 10 kH
are identified as low-order tearing modes. An example of
mode activity is given in Fig. 9. Figure 9~a! shows the
plasma current versus time, while Fig. 9~b! shows a low-field
side measurement of the fluctuating field. The most co
monly observed mode is anm/n52/1 mode, althoughm/n
53/2, 3/1, and 4/1 have also been observed.

It is well known that tearing modes degrade plasma c
finement and performance.16 These modes are particular
severe in Pegasus due to a combination of factors. First,
gasus has a very low toroidal field and features a relativ

FIG. 7. Safety factor profile measured using soft x-ray measurements of
surface shape as constraints on the equilibrium reconstruction.

FIG. 8. Maximum plasma current plotted vs toroidal field rod current
selected discharges. The lineI p5I t f is also indicated.
Downloaded 05 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to AIP
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fast current ramp. This implies that low-order rational flu
surfaces appear early in the discharge evolution when
plasma is still fairly resistive. Second, safety factor profi
in Pegasus, and in STs generally, tend to have low shea
the center of the plasma. The first factor implies rapid grow
of resistive modes in the nonlinear Rutherford regime. T
second implies that the saturated island sizes, which i
cylindrical plasma should scale asq(dq/dr)21, are large.
This prediction is borne out in measurements of the Pega
magnetic islands. Soft x-ray measurements~in a relatively
coarse array! find that the fluctuations encompass almost
entire plasma. Calculations of island size using Mirnov c
signals employing a conservative cylindrical approximati
indicate that the saturated island widths are greater than
m, and are on the order of the minor radius.

It is found that the normalized tearing mode activity b
comes larger as the toroidal field is reduced. This is illu
trated graphically in Fig. 10, where normalized tearing mo
amplitude for plasmas along theI p5I t f line is plotted versus
the toroidal field current. At the highest levels of toroid
field, flux consumption analyses indicate that values of
Ejima coefficient17 can be as low as 0.4, indicating good u
of ohmic flux in plasma formation. The Ejima coefficien
rises along theI p5I t f contour as the toroidal field is reduce
indicating poorer use of the available flux. In addition, t
plasma stored energy and confinement time decrease a
the same contour.

The appearance of these modes can be correlated
the presence of low-order rational flux surfaces in the lo
shear plasma center. Figure 11~a! shows the evolution ofq0

versus time on the left axis, and the amplitude of them/n
52/1 mode activity on the right axis. Figure 11~b! shows the

ux

FIG. 9. Tearing mode signals vs time:~a! plasma current,~b! fluctuation
signal from a low-field-side Mirnov coil. Cross-phase analysis of mode s
nals reveals the presence ofm/n5both 2/1 and 3/2 in this example.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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safety factor profile att516 and 17 ms. The mode activity i
first observed at about 16 ms, after the value ofq0 has
crossed below 2. Byt517 ms, theq52 surface has moved
in toward the middle of the minor radius, where a reson
island could occupy a large volume of the plasma.

FIG. 10. Normalized MHD activity plotted vs toroidal field current alon
the I p5I t f contour. A linear fit to the data is also shown.

FIG. 11. Association of observed 2/1 mode activity with appearance oq
52 surface in plasma:~a! q0 vs time on left axis and mode amplitude v
time on right axis, and~b! safety factor profile at two times about th
appearance of the mode. Theq52 level is also indicated.
Downloaded 05 Mar 2007 to 128.104.198.71. Redistribution subject to AIP
t

The relationI p5I t f essentially implies constant centr
safety factor, which can be seen from a simple approxim
tion. For the central flux surfaces, the aspect ratio is re
tively large and a simple expression for the value ofq can be
posited:

q~r !5
2pr 2Bt

m0RI~r !
F11k2

2
G . ~1!

Making the assumption of a flat current profile implies

q0'
I t f~11k2!

I p~2A2!
. ~2!

For Pegasus atI p5I t f , Eq. ~2! implies that q0'1.5– 2,
which is typically the observed range of values ofq0 at mode
onset. At the time thatI p5I t f , then, low-order rational flux
surfaces are present in the plasma.

In particular optimized discharges the internal MHD a
tivity is suppressed. These discharges achieveI p.I t f and
have higher stored energy than other plasmas with m
similar conditions. It is found that these plasmas have re
tively high magnetic shear andq0 above 2 for several ms
longer than other Pegasus discharges, as shown for a
MA plasma in Fig. 7. Figure 12 shows a plot of normaliz
MHD amplitude versus the magnetic shear at the relev
rational surface, indicating that the mode amplitude is
versely related to the local shear. These observations ma
clear that the MHD activity can be suppressed both by
creasing the safety factor in the low shear region of
plasma and by increasing the shear about the rational
surfaces.

B. External kink modes

Some of the highest-current discharges produced in
gasus are observed to terminate in abrupt disruptions. An
sis of these events indicates that these terminations are
result of edge kink modes associated with edge safety fa

FIG. 12. Normalized MHD activity plotted vs magnetic shear at the relev
rational flux surface. A linear fit to the data is also shown.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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q95 crossing below 5, as illustrated in Fig. 13. The intern
inductancel i is about 0.5 at this time. These modes are ma
fested byn51 oscillations at roughly 10 kHz observable o
the high-field side toroidal Mirnov coil array. These oscill
tions grow on a time scale of approximately 90ms, which is
faster than the Alfve´n time ~a few ms! but slower than the
safety factor evolution time,q95(dq95/dt)21, which is ap-
proximately 20 ms.

The DCON code18 was used to analyze the stability o
these discharges to ideal MHD modes. Stability of the id
kink is determined by the difference between the exter
vacuum magnetic energy and the total plasma energy; if
difference is negative, the plasma is unstable to the id
kink. This difference is referred to as the ‘‘free bounda
energy.’’ Figure 13~b! shows the calculated free bounda
energy for the discharge in Fig. 13~a! immediately before the
disruption occurs. Figure 13~c! shows the amplitude of the
observed core oscillations. It is seen that the calculated
boundary energy becomes negative just as the disruption
cursor begins to grow, suggesting instability to the id
kink. The observation of an ideal kink mode atq9555 is
unusual by tokamak standards, where typicallyqa52 – 3 is
required for instability to the ideal kink. This observation
in accordance with predictions3,4 that unstable values ofq95

FIG. 13. External kink mode activity:~a! q95 vs time along withq9555 line,
~b! calculated free boundary energy from DCON, where negative ener
indicate instability, and~c! amplitude ofn51 disruption precursor on a log
scale.
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increase asA decreases. At the time of the instability th
internal inductance is relatively low (l i'0.5) and toroidal
beta is considerable (b t'18%). Both of these factors play
role in reducing stability to the external kink. The effect
these parameters has not yet been examined on Pegasu

The results of this calculation are subject to uncertain
in the reconstruction due to measurement uncertainties
stated above, the relative uncertainties inq95 andb t are 6%
and 15%, respectively. Changes in these quantities within
error bars could qualitatively affect global stability. The e
fect of these errors on the calculatedn51 kink stability has
not yet been comprehensively evaluated. However, mult
reconstructions produced by introducing random variatio
in the measurements on the order of their experimental
certainties have generally indicated instability to the exter
kink for the discharge discussed in this section.

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The Pegasus Toroidal Experiment is an ultralow asp
ratio toroidal device with the aim of characterizing plasm
behavior and exploring stability limits with robust plasma
In its initial phase of operation the experiment has dem
strated some of the important features of near-unity asp
ratio plasmas: toroidal beta up to 20% and normalized b
up to 5 with ohmic heating alone, normalized currents up
6.5, and significant paramagnetism~up to 50%! and elonga-
tion ~up to 3.7!. The toroidal field utilization was found to
reach a ‘‘soft limit’’ of unity. It was found that large tearing
modes were responsible for this limit, with some reduction
available ohmic flux with reduced toroidal field also contri
uting. These tearing modes are present in almost all sig
cant discharges due to the early presence of low-order ra
nal flux surfaces in the plasma. Saturated island widths
these modes have been calculated to be large, greater
0.1 m, due to the low magnetic shear in the plasma cen
These modes become more virulent as the toroidal field
lowered. Manipulation of the safety factor profile by increa
ing shear andq0 during startup had the effect of mitigatin
the MHD activity and producing plasmas withI p exceeding
I t f . Pegasus has begun exploring the external kink stab
boundary, finding instability atq9555 ~for moderate internal
inductance and finite beta!, which is significantly larger than
would be expected for a conventional tokamak.

Further exploration of limits in current and beta at ne
unity aspect ratio will require the suppression of teari
modes early in the discharge and control over the exte
kink at low I p /I t f . These goals require improved contr
over the plasma. Specifically, improved control over the c
rent ramp rate, evolution of the safety factor profile, rad
position, and temperature during startup are required. S
control overq95 is also highly desirable.

Upgrades being implemented on Pegasus during the
and winter of 2002–2003 will provide these required cont
tools. All of the present LRC resonant power supplies
being replaced with capacitor banks switched actively
semiconductor switches such as integrated gate-commu
thyristors~IGCTs! arranged in an H-switch configuration t
provide pulse-width modulation of the coil currents. In add

es
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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tion, the toroidal field center rod will be replaced by a 1
turn, low inductance set. These upgrades will provide ac
control over the loop voltage and a 2.5-fold increase
ohmic flux availability, a 3-fold increase in the toroidal fie
with fast rampdown capability, and significantly improve
control over the plasma position and shape. In addition,
vertor coils will be implemented both for divertor operatio
and for increased shape and safety factor control. These
grades should allow improved access to stability limits d
to higher beta and higher plasma current.
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